Memorandum of Agreement

The Commonwealth of Virginia and Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

ERP/SciQuest Implementation with eVA

The Commonwealth of Virginia (CoVA) and Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University (University) agree to the following:

Setup:

- SciQuest
- ERP (Banner/Oracle)
- eVA
- eVA vendor data
- Orders
- Selected eVA Catalogs

I. The University will use ERP/SciQuest integration as best fits its needs with its ERP system (Banner).

II. Initially, all non-exempt orders produced by the ERP/SciQuest integration will be transmitted to eVA through an ERP-to-eVA interface that conforms to the existing eVA interface standard format. Longer term a more real-time option may be mutually agreed by the Department of General Services/Division of Purchasing and Supply (DGS/DPS) and the University and implemented between the ERP and eVA systems.

III. The University may request that eVA contract vendors provide a version of their contract catalog for loading into ERP/SciQuest. Should the vendor indicate a preference to only provide its catalog through eVA, then the University will access these catalogs as described in item B8 of the Metrics section of this document. In any event, the University shall be responsible for payment of all eVA transaction fees for non-exempt orders to unregistered vendors and exempt orders the University chooses to issue to unregistered and registered vendors through eVA.

IV. eVA will load all non-exempt University orders into the eVA Data Warehouse. For clarity, it is understood that exempt orders are purchase transactions specifically exempted, in writing by DPS, from mandatory processing through eVA.

V. In lieu of processing individual orders for requirements through eVA, a more efficient administrative approach is to establish a blanket or standing order. The University is
authorized to use such an approach where it makes good business sense. The University will ensure vendors understand that eVA transaction fees will be invoiced at the time blanket or standing orders are issued, that the transaction fee will be based on the total order amount, and the vendor is required to pay the total transaction fee within 30 days of the invoice date regardless of the performance/delivery schedule specified in the order.

VI. eVA will deliver University non-exempt orders to vendors that are identified as accepting electronic orders (Fax, Email, EDI, cXML). The University or SciQuest will print/mail/deliver all other orders to vendors. Whereas the University maintains a University specific electronic vendor record that identifies vendors that do not agree to the eVA terms and conditions, including payment of the eVA order transaction fee, the University may deviate from the policy/procedure set forth in Section 3 of the eVA Business Plan as follows:

A. For vendors that refuse to accept the eVA terms and conditions, the University will transmit the appropriate R02, S02, E02, or P02 Purchase Order Category and a Purchase Order Comment that includes the statement "Vendor refuses eVA terms and conditions". The University agrees that it will pay the eVA transaction fees for these orders.

B. For vendors that agree to accept the eVA terms and conditions, the University will transmit the appropriate R01, S01, E01, or P01 Purchase Order Category and a Purchase Order Comment that includes the statement "Vendor accepts eVA terms and conditions – University eVA Vendor Manager, e-mail address and phone number.” The University agrees that, for these orders, it will resolve any vendor dispute related to payment of eVA transaction fees by working directly with the vendor whether such vendor contacts the university directly or the dispute is referred to the university by DGS/DPS or CGI-AMS.

The University further agrees that:
1. It will provide the DGS/DPS eVA Business Manager (or designee) email notification of the resolution agreed to by the University and the vendor within 10 business days, unless otherwise agreed on a case-by-case basis by the DGS/DPS eVA Business Manager (or designee);

2. It will pay the eVA transaction fee unless it notifies the eVA Business Manager (or designee) within the specified time that the dispute has been resolved and the vendor agreed to pay the fee; and

3. In the event the University does not provide resolution notification to the eVA Business Manager (or designee) within the specified timeframe, DGS/DPS will automatically execute a manual adjustment reversing disputed transaction fees from the vendor to the University and the University will pay the fee.

VII. The University will not require separate vendor registrations as a prerequisite for responding to University solicitations. The University will participate in an enterprise workgroup to determine the best means to capture W-9 information on behalf of the
whole enterprise. The process for collecting W-9 information will be supported in eVA in such a way as to provide CoVA verified vendor information to entities. The University will have the option to receive a subset of vendor related data. Until an enterprise W-9 process is established, the University will be responsible for collection of W-9 information.

VIII. For major system changes, DGS/DPS will collaborate in advance (advance notice defined as at least six (6) months prior to change or as soon as any new plan is proposed) with the University regarding any proposed replacement to the CoVA’s electronic procurement system and on changes that may affect the technical changes described herein.

IX. Integration of the University’s electronic procurement solution with the University’s ERP is the responsibility of the University. The solution must provide for orders, change orders and cancellations.

Guidelines

1. The establishment of this agreement is intended to formulate the basis for a long-term solution for electronic procurement between the University and the CoVA.

2. Orders may be batched and transmitted to eVA as often as needed except between the hours of 8PM and 4AM. eVA will transmit registered vendor orders it receives within fifteen minutes or less.

3. Non-exempt orders to un-registered vendors are to be transmitted to eVA for loading to the Data Warehouse. The University shall be responsible for payment of all eVA transaction fees for non-exempt orders to unregistered vendors and exempt orders the University chooses to issue to unregistered and registered vendors through eVA. See eVA Business Plan Section 3 for specific processing requirements for unregistered vendor orders.

4. Change Orders are to be transmitted to eVA as replacement orders complying with the eVA standard format.

5. Cancellations are to be transmitted to eVA complying with the eVA standard format.

6. eVA Interface standard does not currently support PCard orders; however these orders may be processed via the interface as (a) confirming orders or (b) orders for pcards on file with the vendor.

Schedule

The University shall implement this agreement no later than July 2006.
Metrics

A. The University shall comply with the following Governor’s eVA Management Objective

- 95% of all non-exempt orders to be processed by eVA. Includes non-exempt orders issued by end users (PCard & LPO) and the central purchasing office. Non-exempt orders to unregistered vendors received into the eVA Data Warehouse are considered compliant orders. For clarity, it is understood that exempt orders are purchase transactions specifically exempted, in writing by DPS, from mandatory processing through eVA. All non-exempt orders not processed by eVA shall be reported on the eVA Dashboard and the corresponding non-use fee paid by the University.

B. The University shall meet the following management objectives for electronic procurement:

1. Provide end users, including purchase-card users, access to an electronic system for buying;

2. Conduct business with eVA registered vendors whenever possible;

3. Place non-exempt orders, including change orders and cancellations, to eVA suppliers electronically using eVA;

4. To the greatest extent possible, transmit real-time electronic purchase orders, regardless of dollar value, that include commodity codes, complete item descriptions, quantities, and unit prices;

5. To the greatest extent feasible, the University will transmit confirming orders to eVA within five (5) business days after placing the order. Commodity codes, complete item descriptions, quantities, and unit prices will be provided for all confirming orders. DGS/DPS will provide periodic reports on the number and timeliness of confirming orders enabling the University and DGS/DPS to work together to monitor the usage of confirming orders with the objective of reducing their numbers to the extent possible.

The University agrees that, for confirming orders, it will resolve any vendor dispute, including disputes related to payment of eVA transaction fees, by working directly with the vendor whether such vendor contacts the University directly or the dispute is referred to the University by DGS/DPS or CGI-AMS.

The University further agrees that:

a. It will provide the DGS/DPS eVA Business Manager (or designee) email notification of the resolution agreed to by the university and the vendor within 10 business days, unless otherwise agreed on a
case-by-case basis by the DGS/DPS eVA Business Manager (or
designee);

b. It will pay the eVA transaction fee unless it notifies the eVA
Business Manager (or designee) within the specified time that the
dispute has been resolved and the vendor agreed to pay the fee;
and

c. In the event the University does not provide resolution
notification to the eVA Business Manager (or designee) within
the specified timeframe, DGS/DPS will automatically execute a
manual adjustment reversing disputed transaction fees from the
vendor to the University and the University will pay the fee.

6. Timely process electronic change orders and cancellations;

7. Post all solicitations and business opportunities greater than $50,000 on the eVA
web site except as specifically exempted by DPS;

8. To the extent technically feasible, make eVA catalogs, especially contract
catalogs, available to end users using the ERP/SciQuest Integration system.
The University will be responsible for the accuracy of contract catalog pricing
loaded into the ERP/SciQuest.

9. Use eVA electronic vendor notification for procurement opportunities (per plans
to post solicitations specified in item 7 above and the use of Quick
Quote/Reverse Auctions specified in item 10 below);

10. Use eVA on-line bidding functions of Quick Quote and Reverse Auction for
appropriate commodities, when such are identified.

11. Complete and certify the monthly eVA Dashboard Report, and

12. Timely remit any eVA transaction and non-use fees incurred by the institution.

C. The University shall be subject to eVA fees assessed per the eVA Business Plan.

D. The University shall assure that payments to CGI-AMS are current.